FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NRX, together with SAP and ALCIM, demonstrate an
end-to-end ISO15926 Workflow
PCA Forum hosted by PETRONAS in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
TORONTO, CANADA – December 2, 2008 - NRX, the market leader in asset information
management (AIM) solutions, is pleased to announce that together with SAP and ALCIM, it recently
demonstrated a complete workflow showing the integrated use of the ISO15926 reference data
libraries to build an ISO15926-compliant data model and definitions. The demonstration took place
at the POSC Caesar Association (PCA) Forum hosted by PETRONAS in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. With
NRX Asset Center's ISO15926 data connector, any data in ISO15926-compliant formats, in this case
data output from ALCIM IQM, can be loaded into NRX Asset Center, and then synchronized with
environments running SAP® software for enterprise asset management (EAM). This complete
workflow was demonstrated during the forum to show a practical way to leverage ISO15926 to
handle asset master data integration across the asset lifecycle.
NRX Asset Center is an SAP-endorsed business solution that allows customers to fully embrace
ISO15926 standards by providing a gateway between ISO15926-compliant asset data and the SAP
Service and Asset Management solution.
NRX has long been an active participant in FIATECH's IDS-ADI project to accelerate the adoption of
ISO15926 in industry. Nicole Testa Boston, FIATECH Deputy Director, stated the following: "We are
pleased to see that NRX, working with ALCIM on the PETRONAS Carigali Information Management
(PCIM) initiative, is fully exploiting the ISO15926 tools and methodologies that bodies such as our
own have invested so heavily in developing. This is an exciting development, and follows very
closely the scope and spirit of industry-lead ISO 15926 initiatives."
At the same time, NRX has formalized its membership of POSC Caesar Association. "NRX has made a
significant contribution to the adoption of ISO15926 standards in recent years, and we are pleased
to welcome them as part of our organization,” said Thore Langeland, PCA Chairman. “Their
demonstration at our forum shows their commitment to implementing these standards in rigorous
compliance and partnership with the leading associations in ISO 15926 deployment."
NRX Asset Center operates as an open platform with connectors to a wide variety of data stores and
standards. With standard integrations with SAP software for EAM, Open Text LiveLink,
Documentum, XMpLant Schema, and more, the endorsement of a standards-compliant ISO15926
connector enables asset lifecycle interoperability for all stakeholders, including owner/operators,
suppliers and engineering companies.

About NRX
NRX is the market leader in Asset Information Management (AIM) and asset master data
management (aMDM) solutions. The NRX solution enables operational readiness for capital projects
by reducing schedule and cost, data migration complexity, and accelerating time to full production.
For operating assets, the solution enables operational excellence through increases in reliability,
and maintenance and MRO supply chain efficiency.
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NRX Asset Center is purpose built to address asset information management challenges across the
entire asset lifecycle. The solution combines data, document, and project management software
and methodologies to enable asset owners and engineering companies to define their
requirements; manage the data and document collection and transformation process; and easily
deploy and sustain asset information.
SAP and all SAP logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several
other countries.
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
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